F E AT U R E

L

awns have long been considered a prerequisite for a garden. However, maintaining
a lawn is labour intensive and not considered
environmentally friendly; it requires constant
watering, feeding, mowing and weeding.
Many people have lawns because they don’t
know what else to plant.

Leaving Lawns
			 Behind

ideal solution either, as it also heats up a space
and prevents rainwater from seeping into the
soil and recharging groundwater.

Here are a couple of my top tips for creating a
lawn-free garden:

Bring the planting closer
Don’t be afraid to plant right up the house or
patio. Extending your existing patio or decking
slightly into what used to be a ‘lawned area’ is
a great way to give some extra movement from
the house into the garden and provide enough
space for garden furniture, like deck chairs,
umbrellas and day beds. Bringing the planting
right up to the patio brings the garden closer
to the house. Make sure that your planting is
layered correctly, with shorter species in front
and taller screening species at the back to
ensure that the space is maximised.

Avoid synthetic lawn and excessive paving
I consider it a mistake to assume that natural
lawn should be replaced with synthetic lawn
as it is not as environmentally friendly as most
people think. It is considered an environmental
heater as it becomes very hot in direct sunlight
limiting the times of day you can spend time
on it. It also stifles rich biodiversity that thrives
in living soil and has to be replaced eventually,
adding large amounts of non-recyclable plastic
into landfills. Non-permeable paving is not an

Create interesting pathways
In order to encourage movement through
your garden, create interesting pathways that
meander through the planting. For primary
pathways, use hard surfaces – like natural stone
or stepping pavers – that can be interplanted
with greenery and groundcovers. Secondary
pathways can simply be mulched or gravelled.
Add functional spaces along the way, like a
fire pit, day bed, or a bench – gardens must be
designed to live in!

With more awareness around water usage, increased environmental consciousness and the
desire to attract biodiversity to shrinking domestic gardens, thirsty, high maintenance lawns
are increasingly being replaced with dynamic
planting.

Use feature trees to your advantage
Struggling to grow lawn under that large shady
tree? Use it to your advantage by planting shade
loving plant species and groundcovers to create
contrast and interest to the sunny garden areas.
If you’ve avoided planting trees in the past
due to the lawn, you can now plant wonderful
feature trees to provide shade, seasonal
interest, a new leaf texture, or a flowering tree
as a season marker.
Use gravel wisely
Gravel can be a wonderful tool in a lawn-free
garden, but too much of it and your garden
can be hot, stark and unpleasant. Be sure to
balance the gravel and planting areas, selecting
plants that can trail over the edges to soften
the overall look. Steel edging is an excellent tool
to keep gravel in place and create interesting
curves for beds and pathways. Opt for 6mm
gravel (instead of 13mm or bigger) as it is more
comfortable underfoot and gives a high-end
finish.
Include a water feature
Whatever the size of your garden, adding a
water feature is a natural way to attract birds
to any garden. Placing a moving water feature
further down in a fully-planted garden creates
interest to draw a person to a new section of
garden. Plant up to the water feature to entice
frogs, birds and dragonflies. Remember a step
for the amphibians to be able to climb out.
Water features are also the perfect way to
create ‘white noise’ to drown out unwanted
sound from traffic or chatter from neighbours
in close proximity.
Plant for biodiversity
Replace thirsty lawns with interesting textured
plants that reflect the richness and diversity of
the indigenous surroundings in a densely built
environment. Plan the planting around pollen,
nectar, berries, seeds and grasses in order to
invite insects and animals from all levels of
the food chain into the garden – insects, small
reptiles, birds, squirrels and other wildlife.
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F E AT U R E

M A R G O T ’ S 8 P L A N T I N G P I C K S / / B IODI V E R S I T Y
MY TOP PICKS FOR
BIODIVERSITY PLANTING:

1

Buddleja salviifolia (Sagewood)

Leonotis leonurus (Lion’s Ear)

Plumbago auriculata (Cape Plumbago)

Erica spp.

Leucospermum spp. (Pincushions)

Protea spp.

Halleria lucida (Tree Fuchsia)

Olea Africana (Wild Olive Tree)

Tecoma capensis (Cape Honeysuckle)

Kiggelaria africana (Wild Peach)

Panicum maximum, Setaria megaphylla
(Indigenous grasses)

Winter flowering aloes

Kniphofia uvaria (Red Hot Pokers)
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4

6

8

1. KNIPHOFIA UVARIA (Red Hot Pokers) // 2. TECOMA CAPENSIS (Cape Honeysuckle) // 3. LEONOTIS LEONURUS (Lion’s Ear) // 4. LEUCOSPERMUM SPP. (Pincushions)
// 5. BUDDLEJA SALVIFOLIA (Sagewood) // 6. PLUMBAGO AURICULATA (Cape Plumbago) // 7. KIGGELERIA AFRICANA (Wild Peach Tree) // 8. PANICUM MAXIMUM
(Guinea Grass)

